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[ GOLDFIELDS CONCEPTS SDN BHD ]

Names of Designers:  GOLDFIELDS DESIGN TEAM
Designation: INTERIOR DESIGNER  
Project Type: SINGLE STOREY SEMI-D
Project Category: SHOWHOUSE
Project Location: SILIBIN, IPOH
Site Area (sq ft): 2,450
Completion Date: JUNE 2020 

www.goldfields.com.my
1700 81 7500

There is no need to choose between two distinct styles when 
it comes to interior design. Afterall, diverse textile striking up 
against each other can create beautiful textures in an otherwise 
flat space. It is a canvas to beguile and inveigle its guests. 

IDYLLIC CIVILTÀ 
CONTADINA

“The only way to do great work is to love what you do.” - this is Goldfields Concepts’ principle. Their 

passion for creating splendid homes that are a solace to the soul has brought them to HillView 

Residence. This showhouse by Leisure Passion in Siblibin, Ipoh is a 2450 square feet single story 

Semi-D.  Through this project, a light and cosy modern country styled resort is introduced. The special 

materials utilised are natural rattan, woven rattan and wooden Louvres panels that connotates summer. 

The use of rattan lighting also keeps the space with an airy feel due to its lacuna proportions. This variety 

of texture in each space creates a lively rhythm and makes everything come to life.

A mix of modern textured natural stone, pargeting and wall mirrors are used throughout this showhouse. 

The front door opens right into the family and dining room. The snug living area has an L-shaped seating 

area, low round rattan tables with black table tops and Arc floor lamp that faces wooden Louvred panelled 

walls. Consistent to the country resort feel, the dining room features a black dining table and woven rattan 

chairs vivified with woven Otus hanging lamps.
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The inner area of the showhouse is a well-lit modern 

country pantry and island that optimise the narrow 

space with light coloured pargeting cabinets and some 

dark palette natural stone. The fixtures move upwards 

to the large windows, emphasising the high ceiling 

with the help of natural lighting. A string of pendent 

rattan lights hangs overhead with matching natural 

rattan bar stools. 

There are four resort-like rooms – three cosy bedrooms 

and a see-through modern study. The designers have 

cleverly used warm-and-fuzzy light bars to incandesce 

the open book cabinet - draws the eye from the beige 

floor tile to the featured shelving up ahead, giving the 

room an illusion of extra length. A round rattan lounge 

chair and natural rattan bring about the country 

atmosphere but it is the bits of green; green cushion, 

study lamp and plants that subtly give life to the earth 

tone palette.
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GOLDFIELDS CONCEPTS SDN BHD
54, Jalan Ghazali Jawi, 31400 Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia
T: 1700 81 7500     E: enquiry@goldfields.com.my

FB: www.facebook.com/GoldfieldsConcept     WEB: www.goldfields.com.my

Illustrated cane webbing with eye-catching geometric lines accent the master 

bedroom’s wall as it brandishes tastefully against the pargeting walls and 

country styled vanity. Along with a trendy headboard and modern loft styled 

bedside tables, a pair of classic textile lampshades and singular rattan string 

lamp creates a soft inviting presence. 

Going for a bright modern atmosphere, the second bedroom has customised 

full-insert wall cabinets and shelving as its headboard as well as wardrobe in 

matching designs. The sloped ceiling augments aesthetic grandeur and gives 

greater appeal to the bedroom. 

The third bedroom is significantly down-to-earth for the individual who enjoys 

a simple country room with no frills. However, pargeting is still used to link it to 

the rest of the home. 

For those who spend a great deal of time in the kitchen, this spacious modern 

country zone is the dream kitchen. Light beige wooden Louvred wall cabinets 

and pargeting cabinets line the wall with green wall tiles to bring the outdoors 

into the interior. Lighted up with natural lighting, a scenic view with a range 

can is imagined. 


